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Two topics to
start the new
year

Rob Amar, managing
director, writes:

Firstly, may I take this opportunity to wish all
our readers a very happy new year, and best
wishes for a successful, healthy and happy
2018.
Two topics from me to kick off the new year:

2020 vision
January sees the start of our new three
year strategy. Our goal is simple: to reach
£75m turnover (profitably!) in 2020, our 75th
anniversary year. How will we do that? It’s
a case of evolution rather than revolution –
nothing too exciting! Part of the growth will
come from doing more of what we’ve always
done – delivering value and great service
for brand partners and customers. And
part will come from new things – exploiting
new channels and categories, building new
partnerships, and creating new revenue
streams.
Writing a strategy is one thing, executing it
is another. For that, we need focus, rigour,
and above all, great people. In truth, the
work started many months ago with internal
discussions involving many colleagues
across the business. I’m proud of the work
our team has done in developing the new
strategy, even more so as we have hit the
ground running, having already landed some
key initiatives.
(continued on P2)
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Crespo loved by
consumers
Crespo, the No.1 brand1
within the olives category,
has recently conducted some
consumer research. The aim
was to understand the needs of
consumers and their shopping
behaviours, as well as their
attitudes towards ambient olives
and specifically the Crespo brand.
Crespo is a well-known and
trusted brand, and has a loyal
following of consumers who think
of the brand with real affection. It
resonates strongly with young and
old consumers alike, albeit for different reasons. The younger generation
appreciates the link to the Mediterranean diet, as well as the innovation in
packaging of the Olives du Marché pouches. On the other hand, the older
generation has grown up with the brand and trusts the consistency of taste
and the quality of the olives.
In terms of shopping behaviour, Crespo consumers buy olives for several
reasons, but the three main ones are taste, health and versatility. They
use Crespo olives in many ways – as an ingredient in cooking, as a snack
for children, or one to share with friends whilst entertaining. They strongly
believe that Crespo offers “a taste of sunshine” and that their lives are
enriched because “it makes the ordinary not so ordinary”.
What a great endorsement for the Crespo brand!
1

IRI w.e 14.10.17

RH Amar receives
trophy from Ella’s
RH Amar took on the distribution of Ella’s Kitchen within the impulse channel
in June 2010. Since then we have grown the brand from a 3% share of this
market to become the No.1
baby food brand within this
sector. Its value share in
August 2017 was 36.5% 1 – a
great result, we thought!
Ella’s Kitchen agreed
with us and, to show their
appreciation, presented the
team at RH Amar with a
trophy in November 2017.
David Cantle receiving the trophy from Tom Alcraft
of Ella’s Kitchen

1

IRI HBA Impulse (excl. Boots,

Superdrug) w.e 12.08.17
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Kikkoman unveils TV
campaign for Chinese
New Year

(continued from P1)
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Running for five weeks from 15
January, the new advert will aim to
remind consumers of Kikkoman’s
versatility as an all-purpose
seasoning as well as a dipping
sauce.

Food poverty on our
doorstep
As you will read elsewhere in this
edition of Fine Food News, recently
I was part of a team who spent a
morning helping out at local food
bank, One Can Trust. It was an eyeopener for two reasons. Firstly, I
was shocked that even in relatively
affluent South Bucks, hundreds of
families every month rely on food
donations. Secondly, it highlighted
how inefficient redistribution of this
food is, and without the armies of
volunteers who help out each week,
it wouldn’t be viable at all.
For this reason, I really hope
The Grocer’s campaign for the
government to subsidise food
distribution gathers momentum –
but it has got some distance to go,
as the online petition* has reached
a paltry 477 signatures (at the time
of writing) in two months from an
industry that employs millions.

The advert will run across ITV, Channel 4 and Sky Media as well as a host of
video on demand and online channels.
Kikkoman’s Bing-Yu Lee said: “We are launching our campaign early in
the new year when consumers are actively looking for fat-free sauces like
Kikkoman to enhance the flavour of everyday foods. Our campaign firmly
puts the spotlight
on Kikkoman ahead
of the Chinese New
Year, which is an
important date in
our promotional
calendar.”

As you know, RH Amar gives 10%
of profits to charity, so if we can
achieve our goal (profitably!) over
the next three years, we should be
able to give plenty more support to
One Can Trust, and indeed to all the
charities we support each year.
* The petition can viewed and
signed at: https://petition.
parliament.uk/petitions/204156

Ella’s Kitchen No.1 in
finger food
Not only is Ella’s Kitchen No.1 overall in the impulse channel
for baby food as a total category, it is the second biggest
contributor to the growth within the baby finger food market.
Now commanding a 19.3% value share1 of this category
with its two Oaty Fingers products, Ella’s Kitchen is proving
to be a baby food brand worth stocking within the impulse
and convenience channel.
IRI HBA Impulse (excl. Boots, Superdrug) w.e 12.08.17

1

Nielsen data shows
that Kikkoman is
contributing 74% of
volume growth in the
soy sauce category1.
Nielsen data is 52 w.e

1

23.09.17
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What’s hot for 2018?
McCormick has released its Flavour Forecast® 2018. This is a comprehensive look at the latest ingredients, cooking
techniques and culinary ideas driving global trends.
This year’s report examines the casual, adventurous and interactive nature of how people are eating across the globe
today, and identifies five new flavours featuring ingredients you’d never imagined using:
A bite of East Africa: East Africa is a treasure trove of flavour.
At last, the signature seasonings, BBQ marinades and sauces of
Ethiopia and Tanzania, are being discovered across the globe.
Hot, sweet and citrusy Berbere Spice Blend and Mishkaki meat
skewers are great examples.
Handheld flavour fusion: Carts, trucks and food halls are
merging high-flavour fillings with unique crêpes, buns and
breads for loaded street fare you eat with your hands. Think
Sizzling Egg Crêpes or Dessert Bao Buns.
Globetrot with hot pot: Throw an Asian hot pot party and leave
the cooking to your guests. Gather friends around a steamy pot
of deeply flavoured broth. Offer meat, seafood and veggies for
dunking, then finish with various toppings. This new DIY meal
can be easily adapted to go Mexican, Caribbean and more.
Drink to your wellness: Breakfast boosts, snacking soups and
end-of-day sips feature robust flavours and uplifting ingredients
like cucumber, dandelion greens, ginger, turmeric and cayenne
pepper. Awaken, stay energized, re-balance and above all,
enjoy!
Japanese Izakaya eats: Sushi isn’t the only bite-sized food Japan
has to offer. Izakayas—Japanese gastropubs—serve up casual tasting
plates, similar to Spanish tapas. Featuring bold glazes, tangy sauces and
seaweed seasonings, these dishes are an explosion of flavour.
To learn more about the flavours of 2018, including recipes and tips for
tasting them now, visit www.flavorforecast.com.
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2018 – a year for action
Henry Amar, chairman, writes:
Years ago, the sales director of a famous FMCG company concluded his
address to his team at their annual conference by asking everyone to stand up
and turn their chairs upside down. When they did so, his colleagues found a £1
note taped to the underside of their chairs, with the message: “This is the last
money you will ever make sitting on your backside”.
I would have found those words rather crude and patronising, but there is no
doubt that they convey an important message. We only achieve good results in
business if we go out and make them happen.
Our directors certainly had this point in mind when we came to the final agenda
item at our December 2017 board meeting. We were asked to look back over
the past year and say what went well, what went badly, and what lessons we
had learned. Then we were asked to say what we would do differently in 2018.
The clear view round the table was that we wanted increased interaction with
our trading partners.
During 2017, we spent a lot of time determining the company’s strategy for the next three years. There have been
discussion papers, debates and consultations, and the process resulted in what I believe to be a robust and
achievable plan. But our directors clearly understand that, in this new year, the strategy has to be converted into
action, which means constant and constructive dialogue with our customers, suppliers and service providers.
Of course, we are aware that there is no certainty as to how 2018 will unfold. There is much unfinished business in our
own industry and in the wider economy. We shall need to work hard and smartly to achieve our targets. Will we do
so? I think we shall, but perhaps we should be mindful of the words of the French playwright, Ionesco, who said: “You
can only predict things after they have happened”.

Our hero
Meica
Meica is Germany’s leading
producer of ambient sausages.
Founded over 100 years ago in the
small German town of Edewecht,
the company is not only brand
leader in the German market, but
has built an enviable reputation for
quality in export markets all over
the world.
The relationship between Meica
and RH Amar goes back to the
1950s. Our chairman, Henry Amar,
before joining the family business,
was fortunate in securing some
work experience at Meica. This
enabled him to see at first hand the
operation of an outstanding food
manufacturer.
Frankfurters are the best known
German sausage, with their crisp
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New faces in marketing
Chris Eley joins RH Amar as category analyst. This is a new role designed to help process the ever-increasing
amount of data we use, and to produce valuable insights from that data. Most of Chris’ working life was spent with
British American Tobacco, but more recently he has worked for Acco UK, and Field Sales Solutions.
Emma Fox joins us as brand manager and will be looking after the Ella’s Kitchen and Kühne brands, among others.
Most recently Emma was working for Groupe SEB, owner of household brands like Tefal, Rowenta and Krups.
Previously she worked for Concha y Toro UK on wine brands such as Cono Sur and Isla Negra.
Becky Cook joins as assistant brand manager for our RH Amar-owned brands such as Cooks&Co and Mary Berry’s.
This appointment is part of our investment to support our ambitious growth targets for these brands. Prior to joining
us, Becky has held various marketing and sales roles with Kuoni Travel, Crew Clothing, 3M, and Catalina Marketing.

Chris

brands
bite and meaty flavour. Meica
Frankfurters owe their exceptional
quality to two factors – they are
smoked over beechwood and
contain 77% pork, a much higher
meat content than other brands.
In addition they are gluten-free,
lactose-free, and contain no
artificial colourings or flavour
enhancers.
The premium quality of Meica
products extends to other items in
their range, such as Bockwurst and
Hot Dogs. However, it is the unique
flavour of their Frankfurters that
makes them our hero product for
this issue of Fine Food News.
If you do not already stock Meica
Frankfurters, do ask us for a
sample. We guarantee you will not
be disappointed.

Emma

Becky
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Moving on
Two of our colleagues,
Agnieszka Ruszkowska and
Nina Kamecka, have taken on
new roles in the company.
Agnieszka moves from
reception to join the technical
team as the technical assistant,
whilst Nina has moved from
operations into reception.
We congratulate them both and
wish them every success.

Agnieszka

Nina

A perfect
audit!
In January, we were audited
with a view to renewing our
Organic Certification by the
Soil Association. The result
was excellent in that we
had no findings or nonconformances raised.
Markus Endt, senior technical
manager, reported that the
auditor was very complimentary
regarding the company’s
traceability system and the
amount of detail recorded in all
the records that he checked.
The auditor also commented
on how friendly and helpful the
warehouse team were.
So congratulations to the
warehouse and technical
teams!

PRODUC

Kikkoman’s glowing re
Cambridge Market Re
Last year,
Kikkoman
launched three
new teriyaki
sauces: Toasted
Sesame,
Roasted Garlic
and Honey BBQ.
Since the launch,
Kikkoman has
secured listings
for this range
in some major
multiples.
Cambridge
Market Research
tested the
range within the
oriental cooking
sauces category
and it was
highlighted that
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eports from
esearch
there was a high level of pre-trial
engagement with the packaging and
product appeal.

•
•

The Toasted Sesame variant scored
the highest with an impressive 46
out of 50 versus the category norm
of 36, whilst both Roasted Garlic
and Honey BBQ scored 44.

All three flavours were very
well received and described as
innovative, new and different which
meant that the range performed
above the category norm. In fact,
the new range from Kikkoman
scored the maximum for innovation
and relevance, whilst over 80% of
consumers agreed the range was
better than the competition.

Once tasted, over 90% claimed they
would buy these sauces. Among
the attributes they found impressive
were:
•
•
•
•

the sticky, thick texture
the strong flavour
the fact that the sauces coat
chicken well
the lovely appearance

The panel identified the following
key product benefits:
•

a good quality product
sauces left the chicken moist
when cooked

Two out of three consumers agreed
this range brought something new
to the category. They highlighted
that they would use it in a variety
of applications, and over 60%
of consumers said they would
purchase at least once a month.

easy to use for a quick meal

Mary Berry’s scores
highly
Mary Berry’s Redcurrant
& Mint Jelly scored
extremely well in the
latest consumer panel
conducted by Cambridge
Market Research, scoring
42 out of 50 (the category
norm being 38). The
feedback was favourable,
the majority agreeing that
the product was better
than the competition
and that it had brought
something new to the
fixture. Over 80% claimed
they would consider
buying.
The Redcurrant &
Mint Jelly is a perfect
accompaniment to meats
– it perks up everything
from gammon and lamb,
to chicken, pork or duck.

Del Monte®
cements
position as
UK’s No.1
Del Monte® has become the No.1
canned fruit brand in the impulse
sector over a 52-week period for the
first time.
In a static category, Del Monte® saw
its impulse sales value increase by
21.7%, with an increase of 9.3%
across the grocery market as a
whole.1
It means that, over the same period,
Del Monte® has grown its market
share in the impulse channel to
37.0%, up from 30.4% a year ago.
The brand’s success in the UK
coincides with a new report that
identifies it as one of the world’s
most trusted brands. The 2017 Cohn
& Wolfe Authentic Brands study
examines the role of authenticity in
business, the attributes associated
with an authentic brand, and the
impact of authenticity on consumer,
investor and employee attitudes and
behaviour. Del Monte® was ranked in
80th place. This puts them in the top
100 out of the 1400 brands surveyed.
You can find out more about the study
by visiting www.authentic100.com.
1

Nielsen Scantrack w.e. 30.12.17
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RANGE EXTENSIONS
Sweet and
spicy on
the side –
or on top!
Cooks&Co launches Premium
Mango Chutney in foodservice in
a 2.7kg jar. Mango chutney is the
obvious accompaniment to curries
along with
poppadoms
and naan bread.
However, its
use should not
be restricted
to Indian-style
cooking. It can
also be used,
for example,
to liven up
traditional grilled
gammon, spice
up lamb or
beef burgers,
and stirred into
creamy natural
yoghurt to a
create a dip.
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And now it’s Nando’s
Crisps!
RH Amar extends its partnership with All About Food and is now the sole
distributor for Nando’s Crisps. This exciting news brings an additional five
products under the Nando’s brand:
90g variants:
•
•

Spicy Chicken
Sizzling Hot

40g variants:
•
•
•

Spicy Chicken
Sizzling Hot
Smokey BBQ

Nando’s Crisps add interest and
engagement to the category. With
the groove cut, it provides better

flavour delivery, texture, and a
satisfying crunch. The 90g crisps are
price marked at £1 and the RRP for
the 40g crisps is £0.69.
The timing of this launch is good
since it has been reported that
consumers are looking for more
unusual flavours and in particular for
spicier options1.

Cooks&Co’s
chutney is both Vegetarian and
Vegan Society approved.

Focus on crisps, nuts & snacks, The Grocer April

1

2016

Help for forest fire
victims

Helping out at
local food bank

Following the forest fires in June in Portugal, our
shipping agent, Transitex, decided to give practical
help to a couple in their 60s who had lost their
house in the village of Vinhó. Not only was the house
destroyed, but all the crops and livestock perished
too. Transitex didn’t just want to make a donation to
the recovery programme in the region. It preferred
to embark on its own specific project, raising money
via donations from friends, employees and business
partners. RH Amar was pleased to be able to support
Transitex, with whom we have been working for over
eight years.

On 7th December four volunteers from RH Amar helped
a local food bank, One Can Trust, with packing food
parcels to be delivered to people in crisis in the South
Bucks community.
The volunteers were Rob Amar, Paul Routley, Lesley
Parker and Chris Davison.
One Can Trust was founded in 2011 and is a volunteerled organisation with just one employee, a part time
project manager. The charity is run by the people
of South Bucks, for the people of South Bucks, and
supports up to 400 families per month.
For further information, go to http://onecantrust.org.uk

Turnpike Way, High Wycombe, Bucks, HP12 3TF, UK
Tel: +44 (0) 1494 530200 Fax: +44 (0) 1494 472076
Email: info@rhamar.com Website: www.rhamar.com
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